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Abstract 

This paper presents a new method for modelling building energy performance based on a physical model to predict 
indoor environment and energy consumption by selecting best match parameters and variables.  The innovative 
aspect is the introduction of an open and closed loop dynamics approach to explicitly presenting the complex 
behaviour and relationships between building indoor environment and energy consumption over time under 
uncertainty and disturbances and to simultaneously tracking the evolution of the complex lag-lead relationships 
between heating system and the building in order to keep the parameters and variables to the minimum. The model 
system is solved for an approximate analytical solution including physical and generalized parameters calibrated by 
measurements. Singular value decomposition model reduction technique is also applied to determine the model 
variables for the best approximation using lower dimensions. The approach is illustrated and validated with a case 
study of a swimming hall. A two-stage validation shows excellent agreements between the measurements and model 
(R2>0.9). The developed model is simple, accurate and straightforward that can serve the need in prediction and 
control in a wide variety of building applications. 
 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.  
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of ICAE 
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1. Introduction 

The growing concern over the worldwide increase in energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions 
by buildings has resulted in huge efforts to improve building energy performance. In the non-residential 
sector, for example, the net zero energy strategy requires hyper-efficient buildings with energy 
consumption below 50 kWh/m2/year [1]. This wouldn't be possible without adopting advanced building 
designs and technologies which are expected to become more complex, building energy performance is 
even today not fully understood and mathematical simulation models have to been used. Two broad types 
of modeling methods are widely used: physical and data-driven based [2]. Physical models are based on 
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laws of physics that describe the building systems, for example, heat and moisture equations [3].  Physical 
models are often limited by lack of precision because a large number of parameters would be necessary to 
model the systems. Alternatively, data-driven based models can cope with various complexities in 
building systems, for example [4,5]. The disadvantage of these models is that a substantial amount of data 
are needed for identifying parameters for building systems due to the lack of underlying physical 
mechanisms.  
     Therefore, both strict physical models and strict empirical models are not often applied and many 
models fall between these two extremes. Skrjanc et al (2001) used energy balances of differential 
equations and fuzzy logic model to study building thermal dynamic response [6]. Balan et al (2011) 
proposed a simple approach to thermal modeling of a house which includes experimental identification of 
the model's parameters [7]. Mejria et al. (2011) developed a method to estimate the occupancy in function 
of electrical energy consumption for office buildings. To reduce the number of the model parameters, 
singular value decomposition (SVD) was adopted [8].  
  While these models may be the most effective option in many cases, they are often only applicable to 
specific situations and model outputs cannot be accurately replicated [9]. In many exiting models, for 
example some of these models, the physical intercorrelation of the building systems is ignored. Large 
calibration data sets are needed and the model parameters, identified on the basis of data, are in turn large 
containing unidentified and correlated calibrated parameters that cannot be used in a wider range of 
applications. An important reason behinds these is model and parameter identification and reduction. A 
minimal model with parameters which can explicitly represent the energy flow process of a building is 
needed but is often overlooked [8]. 
     For this purpose, this paper presents a method for modelling energy consumption in buildings from a 
physical modelling point of view since physical models are ideal in the design and analysis stage. We 
illustrate the approach using a case study of swimming hall as a complex building example. 
 
2. Methodology 
 
2.1. Model equation  
 
A conceptually simple but explanatory single-zone model for whole building is used. Specifically, for 
indoor temperature T+(t), the transfer equation is  
 

)()()( tQtQtQ
dt

dTVC inputenvelopeair   (1) 

 
where V presents the volume of the room, Cair the thermal mass of the indoor air (product of density and 

specific heat), envelopeQ  the heat flows across building envelope, )(tQinput  the sum of the heat gained or 

lost by the system that are known and measurable (e.g. solar, ventilation, occupancy, lighting and 
appliances) and  )(tQ  the heating power needed to heat the indoor air at desired temperatures. We apply 
an open and closed loop feedforward-feedback model, a first-order time lead and first-order time lag, to 
model )(tQ to account for the unknown uncertainties in the building as   
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  (2) 

 
where K denotes the gain, and a and b the system parameters, time lead and lag, determining the response 
of the indoor temperature with respect to the heating mode.  
      The building envelope is assumed to be an n-layer composite slab having constant thermal properties 
for each layer (conductivity , diffusivity k and thickness l):   
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with boundary and initial conditions. 

     A method proposed in [10] is used to approximate the analytical solution of )(tQ based on building’s 
structural, thermal and system parameters.  
 
2.2. Model reduction  
 
     Due to complex dynamic intercorrelate relationship among energy and control facilities, correlation 
between variables and random error in measurements on models has to be removed in order to keep the 
model to a minimum. The singular value decomposition (SVD) (e.q. [11]) technique is  effective at 
dealing with such a problem. It factorizes an m×n matrix W into an m×n column orthogonal matrix U, an 
n×n diagonal matrix D with non-negative diagonal elements and a transpose of an n×n orthogonal matrix 
V and finally approximates with low-rank matrix as 
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The selection of r is based on the predefined threshold, for example 80-90%.  
 
3. Case Study for Model Calibration and Validation 
 
To validate the developed model, a swimming hall was chosen as a case study to demonstrate that the 
model is applicable to a broad class of building types because swimming halls exemplify a particular type 
buildings whose energy analysis is much more complicated mostly than office and residence buildings 
[12].  
 
3.1. Description of the case study  
 
     The chosen swimming hall consists of indoor pools and multifunctional halls for various year-round 
sport and cultural events with different energy needs.  The dancing hall at the underground level was 
selected as a test room to validate the model. The basic physical characteristics of the dancing hall are 
summarised in Table 1: 
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Table 1.  Physical characteristics of the case study 
 

 Numerical model 

Dimension  floor area: 167[m2] ; volume: 610[m2]. 
Envelope exterior walls: sandstone 75[mm], ventilation cap 20[mm], mineral wool 150[mm], brick 

130[mm]; floor: reinforced concrete 50[mm], hollow slab 200[mm], expanded 
polystyrene 120[mm];  windows:  triple glazing with U-value 1.8[Wm-2K] 

Heating System district heating system units connecting to radiators and domestic hot water 
Heat Recovery System  glycolene heat exchangers with efficiency 30-40% 
Ventilation System  
 
Business Hours 
Design Parameters 

air supplied according to the occupancy level by CO2 sensors up to full scale 800[ppm], 
maximum airflow rate 3 [m3s-1] 
Monday to Friday: 06:00–20:00; Saturday to Sunday: 07:00–20:00 
lighting load 1500[W]; space temperature  20 [ºC] 

 

     The test dancing hall has been monitored and measurements from September 2010 to December 2011 
with sampling time five minutes. Measured quantities are: air temperatures for indoor and outdoor air, 
indoor CO2, energy use for lighting, and district heating. Energy consumed by the radiators in the sports 
center was also measured, however, information regarding it for the dancing hall was not available. 
Therefore, we estimated the levels based on the measures of the sports center and the floor area of the 
dancing hall. Furthermore, solar loads were calculated using the sol-air formula [13] due to data 
inavailability and low solar radiation season during the measurement periods. We focus on the prediction 
of district heating energy, considering the availability of the measurement data. 
     All measured data were used and performed SVD-based reduction. Before applying the SVD, the data 
were normalized by subtracting the mean and dividing the standard deviation for each measured quantity 
separately. Using the threshold 90%, we found that CO2 exhibited random walk character which was 
uncorrelated with the energy consumption variable. It was therefore excluded in the model. 
 
3.2. Model assessment 
 
     To validate the model, we use the following frequently reported performance measures: mean absolute 
error (MAE), root mean squared error (RMSE), mean squared error (MSE) and coefficient of 
determination (R2). A two-stage procedure for assessing the developed model is conducted. The first 
stage identifies and calibrates model parameters and reduced input variables using field data. The second 
stage validates the model. In order to best judge the model [14], we split the data into two separate 
datasets, called non-heating season data and heating season data, based on two seasons roughly: non-
heating season with radiators off and heating season with radiators on.  
     Only 50% of the heating season data was used to calibrate the model and to adjust some model 
parameters. A selection of validation results, only total energy consumption, by comparison with 
measurements is presented in Figs. 1-2. The figures show that the model agrees accurately across all 
scales of the measurements and precisely captures the fluctuations in energy consumption, particularly the 
incident peak level on the cold night of 3rd of October. The peak occurred because the sudden temperature 
drop in outside air produced the peak heating load concurrently. The average R2 value between the 
measured and predicted energy consumption is 0.94. Other performance metrics of the model are shown 
in Table 2. 
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Fig.1 Comparison of predicted and measured indoor temperatures during the non-heating season.  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig.2 Comparison of predicted and measured indoor temperatures during the heating season.  
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Table 2.  Model assessment measures 

 MAE RMSE MSE R2 

Non-heating season data 1.689 2.078 4.273 0.969 
Heating season data 0.835 1.761 3.103 0.934 

 
 

5. Conclusions 
 

To conclude, the methodology is proposed to use the minimum model parameters and variables to capture 
the physics dynamics of building thermal performance and energy consumption in as simple form as is 
possible. In the model, only physically proved terms are included in the expression. In all results there is 
good agreement with theoretical calculations. The good agreement can be treated as the proof of the 
proposed methodology and the model.  

The developed model is simple, accurate and straightforward. It should be noted that the single-zone 
model may be simple for a realistic building envelope. This simple setup was chosen for the sake of 
illustration only. Extensions in all possible directions are straightforward, for example, to buildings such 
as with (i) multi-zones (ii) including more building envelope configurations. Additionally, it is easy to see 
that the method can be directly transformed or generalised to other thermal simulation models. Hence our 
future work will apply the model to study and improve the energy efficiency of buildings.  
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